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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

 

This is IAE Business School’s (IAE) sixth report on the United Nations (UN) Principles for Responsible 

Management Education (PRME). This Section summarizes IAE’s achievements and initiatives towards 

standing as a leading institution in responsible management education in Latin America. We would like to 

highlight the following achievements for the reporting period 2017-19: 

 

 Our school’s mission rests upon the development of leaders’ human virtues and building strong bonds 

with stakeholders in the broader society 

 Ethics, responsibility and sustainability are embedded into IAE curriculum design, integrated across 

the institution 

 IAE’s faculty increasingly engage and facilitate action learning initiatives with students. Examples 

include a social enterprise Hackathon in the context of the EMBA program, and Social Fieldwork 

projects in the full time MBA program 

 IAE is gradually changing its program portfolio, introducing new delivery formats to allow for the 

enrolment of students with non-traditional profiles and backgrounds that have a strong social and/or 

environmental impact in their organizations and local communities 

 As of 2018, IAE Management Team has defined a new strategic vision, along with a set of criteria to 

assess its portfolio of activities in terms to its alignment to the school’s mission, stakeholders, 

economic sustainability, market innovation, and internationalization potential 

 The school continues to develop a strong Alumni network, which currently comprises over 16,000 

members 
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A WORD FROM THE DEAN 
Given the Christian inspired mission and values of IAE Business School, PRME principles have always spoken 

to our identity. Throughout the past two years, a number of initiatives have taken shape and we share them in 

the present progress report. While we believe that our practice pre-dates our signatory status, PRME has been 

catalytic in enabling reflection on how our teaching, research, and community outreach embody such 

overarching and compelling organizational purpose, and how we can take it to the next level.  

 

On behalf of IAE, I am pleased to share our 6th. report on the United Nations (UN) Principles for Responsible 

Education (PRME) for the reporting period 2017-2019. Since taking office in 2016, along with my Management 

Team, we have resolutely engaged with SDGs, integrating them into Master and open enrolment programs 

curriculum, as well as into our research and development projects. In specific, we have encouraged our 

community to actively engage with SDGs pertaining to reduced inequalities, sustainable cities and 

communities, decent work and economic work, social and financial inclusion, as well as responsible production 

and consumption, that are of paramount importance within the Latin American context. 

 

As Dean, I am grateful for the reflexivity that PRME enables inside our School. PRME has offered a template 

to IAE to stay faithful to our founding pillars on which we continue to deliver our value proposition in a 

challenging region that thirsts forever responsible leadership that may contribute to sustainable development. 

 

 

RODOLFO Q. RIVAROLA 

Dean 
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FROM IAE’S PRME REPRESENTATIVE 
The present report not only confirms IAE commitment to PRME and SDGs, but also sets out our future goals 

and objectives towards standing as a leading institution in responsible management education in Latin 

America. 

 

IAE programs and courses integrate the values of social responsibility by offering up-to-date conceptual 

frameworks, as well as enabling teaching materials and methodologies. Our teaching philosophy and practice 

encourages reflexivity and moral self-awareness towards facilitating effective responsible leadership learning.  

Such a learning environment is supported by a strong emphasis on the ethical quality of faculty and staff 

members during the hiring and promotion processes.  

 

Consistent with its purpose to serve society, IAE contributes to local socio-economic development by 

promoting entrepreneurship through research and practice. In addition, IAE has taken the challenge of building 

cooperative ties between public and private actors, towards contributing local institutional development.  

 

IAE alumni network is a critical piece of the school’s allegiance to continuous education. The mission 

attainment is evident in the almost 16,000 alumni who foster a relationship of mutual learning with the school.  

 

Looking ahead, IAE is committed to expanding its intervention model aimed at spurring responsible 

management practice in the local and regional context. In keeping with the analogy of ripples in the pond, IAE 

seeks to enhance its influence supported by world-class ethics, responsibility, and sustainability research; an 

emphasis in teaching innovation and adoption of a wider set of methodologies that may enable greater 

reflexivity and the development of participants’ ethical mindset; and strong bonds with our broader 

stakeholders’ community where IAE may act as a catalytic forum where important debates in our society may 

be facilitated. 

 

On a personal level, I am absolutely thrilled to have been appointed as PRME Representative for IAE Business 

School. Back in my PhD days in a Sustainable Business Management program, I used to daydream with 

working at a higher education institution where sustainability would be very much in the DNA. IAE mission 

states an explicit pledge to socially responsible management practice. Such mission-driven approach is 

reflected in each of the activities our IAE community is actively involved with. I am but a proud member of this 

community. 

 

MARÍA JOSÉ MURCIA, PHD 

Assistant Professor, PRME Representative 
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

Overview  

IAE Business School’s mission aims “to contribute to the knowledge development and personal growth of 

business men and women by strengthening their managerial skills, as well as the human virtues required for 

management practice”. In this way, IAE shares Austral University values that manifest the Christian spirit that 

guides the broader university purpose, aimed at:  

 Promoting the dignity and transcendent destiny of each person 

 Understanding work as a needed activity for personal development and as a means to serve others 

 Seeking the common good, which implies transcending individual and immediate claims to consider 

the whole of society 

 Searching for the truth 

 

The school advocates for the respect of human dignity, considering each person as worthwhile to be care for, 

and seeks to facilitate reflexivity among decision makers to consider their potential impact on all stakeholders, 

including communities, future generations, and the natural environment. The School has become a salient 

forum for collective knowledge development, capable of meeting management education needs in Argentina, 

and promoting ethical behavior in local management practice.  

 

The School has taken an active role in promoting equality of educational opportunities in the increasingly 

unequal Argentinean, as well as Latin American contexts.  Whereas that local governments tend not to provide 

financial support to private higher education institutions, IAE is committed to contributing to society by giving 

scholarships to economically disadvantaged students with high academic performance, entrepreneurial spirit, 

or vocational experience in public service and civil society. 

Reputation  

IAE’s reputation is built upon the foundation of a ‘world-class’ delivery of innovative and thought provoking 

programs that may help practitioners navigate uncertain and complex environments, as it is the case of Latin 

American markets. Such pursuit requires the school to adhere to global quality standards, develop and position 

programs that are relevant to companies and individual students from Latin America and beyond, by means 

of maintaining a strong bond with the local business community. In this vein, we consider the following to be 

relevant indicators of the school’s standing:  

 

Accreditations: 

International Accreditations: IAE was the first business school in Argentina (and continues to be the only one) 

to be accredited by three of the most prestigious accrediting bodies: AACSB, AMBA and EQUIS. The 

accreditations signal our commitment to achieve world-class quality to the global business education 

community. 

National Accreditations: CONEAU (the supervisory agency of the Ministry of Education) requires IAE to 

present updates on its Masters and Doctoral programs curriculum periodically.  
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Partnerships: 

Research: International institutions choose IAE to develop the Argentine chapters of international reports. 

Examples include the World Economic Forum which relies on IAE for the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 

(GEM) report, and the GLOBE Project on cross-cultural management. 

Doing Business in Argentina programs and projects: Leading business schools from around the world entrust 

their students to IAE when visiting Argentina. We offer programs and develop joint projects with institutions 

such as Harvard Business School, London Business School, and the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth 

College. 

Program Portfolio: IAE has entered into alliances with different partners including different schools of Austral 

University and external partners, such as the French coding school Le Wagon and online education providers. 

Agreement with Stanford University: IAE participates in the Universidad Austral’s Interdisciplinary Institute of 

Data Science and Artificial Intelligence "(AI) 2" focused on the development of solutions to high impact 

problems. Austral University has signed an agreement with Stanford University. 

Doctoral Program Agreements: Through the agreement with University of South Carolina (USC) doctoral 

students will now have the option to receive a second degree from this University. Students take three 

semesters of classes in USC’s campus and dissertations are co-directed by professors of both institutions. 

Similarly, we have recently signed an agreement with the University of Victoria (Canada) which will allow IAE 

PhD students and faculty to take courses in Canada and spend time for research purposes at each institution.  

 

Rankings: 

Global Rankings: IAE is consistently ranked among the global top 100 schools in the Financial Times’ 

Executive Education ranking. IAE has been the only participating Argentinean School in the FT ranking. 

Regional Rankings: IAE is among the top schools in Latin America, according to rankings such as QS World 

University Ranking and America Economia (a regional business magazine).  

National Rankings: IAE has occupied the number one position in Apertura business school rankings since 

1991. This ranking is based on the responses of 155 CEOs and HR Directors of leading companies operating 

in Argentina.  

Significant Historical Milestones   

The history of IAE dates back to 1977, when a group of executives led by Jose Luis Gómez López Egea 

founded ACES with the aim of contributing to the education of Argentinean leaders based on ethical values 

and academic rigor. Professors from Harvard and IESE came to Buenos Aires to deliver the programs and 

train local professors in participant-centered teaching methodologies. During the 1980s, a founding group of 

professors obtained their doctoral degrees from IESE, becoming the first full-time faculty group. 

 

During the 1980s, private universities were not allowed by national regulations. However, IAE degree 

programs were accredited by the Ministry of Education. In 1991, ACES was given approval to found Austral 

University, such that IAE naturally became the business school of the University, as an integrating academic 

unit. The foundation of the University granted broader recognition to existing degree programs. 

 

The School has developed within the volatile Argentine political, social, and economic context, successfully 

overcoming frequent crises over the last 42 years.  In this environment, it has built a strong brand in business 

education, and has achieved the highest international standards in its offerings. With 41 full-time faculty 
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members, and 39 part-time members, IAE serves an average of 6,000 participants per year, coming from 

every corner of Argentina, Latin America and the world. Over time, the school’s alumni network has grown to 

over 16,000 members; and stands amongst the largest and most reputable networks in Latin America.  

 

IAE has been a pioneer in Latin America delivering top-quality training for executives, and in developing a full-

time, internationally trained faculty, and world-class campus facilities. Currently, IAE stands as one of the few 

schools offering a full-time/ Full-English MBA and a full-time PhD in Management in Latin America 

IAE Organization   

IAE’s internal governance structure consists of a Management Team as the collegial government that gives 

direction to the School, with the Dean as the leader. The School is structured around faculty, executives and 

staff. The faculty is organized in eight academic departments according to expertise and report to the Faculty 

Director. The executive departments include Marketing, and Corporate Affairs and Alumni Relations. The 

marketing department is organized by business segment, including: Top Management, Full Time MBA, 

Executive MBA, Corporate Accounts, Focus/Specialty Programs, Executive Education, and Small and 

Medium-sized Enterprise. Staff functions include Administration, Human Resources, Purchasing and 

Operations departments, as shown in the Figure below. 
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PART TWO: MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

PRINCIPLE 1 | PURPOSE  

We will develop the capabilities of students to be future generators of sustainable value for business and 

society at large and to work for an inclusive and sustainable global economy. 

 

PRME Embeddedness into School’s Strategy and 

Vision 

IAE’s mission is written on a stone plaque that is on 

the wall of the building where faculty and staff relations 

have their offices, facing campus’ central square. In 

this way, faculty and staff members are constantly 

reminded of why the school was created in the first 

place. In keeping with the expression ‘written in stone’, 

while IAE’s mission has not changed, it is frequently 

reflected upon. 

 

During its earliest stages, IAE has primarily targeted 

top and middle managers of large local firms. IAE’s 

first programs were the Advanced Management 

Program  and  the  Executive  MBA, that  were  initially 

jointly delivered with IESE and Harvard Business School 

faculty. This early definition of the target market and the 

connection with best practices in global business has 

shaped the school’s program portfolio and research 

orientation to a large extent. 

 

Consolidation of a leadership transition between 2016-

2018 has allowed for a more formalized strategic planning 

process. As regards business planning, in 2018 IAE’s 

leadership team implemented a formal strategic planning 

process based on a restated vision for the 2018-2023 

period. IAE’s current strategic vision is: 

"To be the strategic partner of business leaders and their teams in managing the impact 

of technological disruption characterized by exponential dynamics based on a 

transcendent vision”. 
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This vision consists of several components explained 

below:  

 

By strategic partner, we refer to:  

 Offer a context for disruptive thinking, guided by 

conceptual frameworks that have practical 

relevance and that help to make sense of a VUCA 

world 

 Understanding challenges and challenging 

assumptions. 

 Support strategic implementation pathways 

 Offer a fruitful networking platform 

 

By business leaders and their teams, we refer to:  

 People who have significant decision-making 

power in the business world, including senior 

managers of medium-sized and large companies, 

owners of small and medium-sized companies, 

entrepreneurs and other high potential individuals 

 People who are capable (currently or in the future) 

to have a positive impact (development, 

employment, positive/healthy organizations, 

environmental sustainability, etc.) on 

organizations and the business context 

 

By technological disruption characterized by 

exponential dynamics, we refer to:  

 Aggressive challenges to traditional business 

models that force us to think in a way that departs 

from established paradigms, allowing us to unlock 

the potential of new dynamics and models 

 Technology that enables improvements in the 

relationship between output and price in an 

exponential way, ways of technology-enabled 

production and consumption, new definitions of 

markets (size and place).  

 Tensions between current and future customers 

demand and willingness to pay  

 

By transcendent vision, we refer to:  

 The centrality of the human person; work as a 

service; contribution to society; development of 

human virtues. 

 Developing a business vision building off human 

values; respect for human dignity.  

 Crowding-in awareness that decision makers are 

defined by the quality and morality of their decisions. 

 

In addition to the restatement of the strategic vision, the 

Management Team has defined the following four strategic 

pillars to guide all 2018-2023 initiatives: 

 

 Growth through innovation 

 Focus on the relationship with participants 

 Innovation in emerging markets 

 Sustainability and scalability 

 

In addition, with the above definition of the overall strategy 

of the school, IAE has emphasized consistency in the 

research strategy. Following the school’s vision, IAE 

research objectives were set to address 4 of the UN’s 

Sustainable Development Goals in the school’s research 

(i.e. End of poverty; Responsible production and 

consumption; Decent work and economic growth; and 

Industry, innovation and infrastructure), which are pressing 

grand challenges among emerging economies and 

societies (and the Latin American region). 

 

Overall, PRME is very much embedded into IAE 

institutional strategy, with ethical and managerial 

responsibility imperatives permeating each course, student 

mentoring activity, research publication, and community 

outreach activity. 

 

What Responsible Management Education 

Means to Us? 

 

IAE aims to be a higher education institution that 

acknowledges the importance of the business community 

for any national economy. In the current global economy, 

characterized by the presence of companies larger than 

entire national economies in terms of annual GDP, 

business leaders have a great influence on national 

leaders, products and services, as well as on distribution of 

wealth in society. Thus, as managers are bound to have a 

profound impact  on  society and individual people’s lives,  
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the school considers that the nurturing of strong 

management skills and human virtues is of paramount 

importance for responsible management and positive 

impact. 

 

Management skills are necessary in every realm of 

society, ranging from large firms, public sector 

agencies, start-up firms, to state-owned enterprises. 

However, given that these skills can be used for 

purposes other than responsible management, IAE 

has purposefully chosen to complement technical 

knowledge development with human virtues. This 

combination entails a person-centered approach to 

management education that may facilitate a 

transformational journey during which each participant 

can develop their management expertise with an 

ethos of service to society. Given such 

transformational learning approach, faculty members 

are encouraged to pursue ethics and humanistic 

training. It is expected that each faculty member may 

incorporate these values in the design of their courses, 

and be effective in discussing key ethics and 

responsibility issues in their respective disciplinary 

areas. 

 

In addition, IAE mission and strategy commitment to 

ethics and responsibility aims at enhancing the 

understanding and raising awareness on issues 

concerning sustainability (e.g., education, poverty, 

environmental degradation, corruption, etc.), and how 

they interact with each other. This objective has been 

mobilized in a twofold fashion: 

1) Through research exploring current 

implications behind the terms “inclusion” and 

“sustainability” on both a regional and global 

scope 

2) Community outreach activities: these include 

the Forum of the Sustainable Integral 

Development Chair, as well as Alumni 

activities, and the presentation of surveys on 

ethical and compliance practices in 

companies across Latin America and in the 

United States by the Centre for Corporate 

Governance and Transparency. 

The above twofold approach supports IAE’s efforts to 

promote sustainable development in the business 

community and society at large.   

 

IAE PRME Activities and Task Force 

 

At IAE, we believe that both businesses and business 

schools are human organizations serving society. 

Accordingly, the human person must be at the center of an 

organization’s activities. As a mission-driven organization, 

IAE emphasizes a transcendent vision and a person-

centered approach that permeates the school’s teaching, 

research and outreach activities. The School expects every 

member of the institution to work according to its mission 

and to contribute to its fulfilment.   

 

IAE has implemented a number of ongoing sustainability 

initiatives on campus, with a spirit of continuous 

improvement. Several initiatives have been promoted by 

either staff, faculty members, or participants themselves. 

Major reporting period achievements include:  

 Adoption of recycled ecological paper  

 Paper and cardboard recycling bins made from 

post-consumer recycled plastic. Bins are 

distributed in the staff and faculty offices building, 

as well as in the entrance hall of academic 

buildings inviting participants to drop their badges 

for recycling. Collected items are donated to a local 

ONG (Cooperativa de Reciclado del Norte de 

Derqui), supporting 400 urban recyclers coming 

from vulnerable populations.  

 Joint initiative with the Nespresso Company: we 

collaborate with Nespresso collecting coffee 

capsules for recycling. 

 Differentiated collection garbage bins, that help in 

educating campus attendees to sort out their 

waste, promoting environmental awareness within 

our campus community.  

 Traditional electric bulbs were entirely replaced by 

LED lighting in 2019. 

 The electric heating systems of the academic 

buildings   have  been  replaced, reducing  energy  
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1 Current specifications entail receiving water from the supplier at 0.04 mg / l, the filters clean it below the minimum allowable 0.01 mg/ l. 

 

consumption and improving air quality. Also, 

air conditioning of all campus facilities is 

centrally monitored and regulated by our 

maintenance contractor. 

 Arsenic filters have been installed in water 

taps to maintain levels according to World 

Health Organization requirements1; 

 Use of electric vehicles for security personnel 

to monitor all campus buildings; 

 Automation of water flow in campus 

restrooms. 

 

As part of our efforts to serve society, IAE channels 

Alumni contributions and donations to offer candidates 

scholarships every year. These scholarships give 

talented, motivated and broadly interested students 

from Argentina and abroad the opportunity to study at 

our School. This initiative aims to support leadership 

capacity building in the country and broader region. 

IAE awards four main type of scholarships: 

 

 

 Third Sector Scholarship: for professionals looking 

to make an impact on society through their work in 

NGOs. 

 Public Sector and Women Leadership 

Scholarships: For candidates with an impactful 

professional trajectory and a strong commitment to 

community development. 

 Entrepreneurial Spirit Scholarship: for 

professionals who created their own business, and 

this business is their sole means of employment 

 Academic Excellence Scholarship 

 

In addition, a special tuition rate is granted to candidates 

who have to travel long distances to participate in Master 

programs. These students may be (i) Argentinean students 

that live more than 300 km away from IAE campus, and (ii) 

foreign students who live more than 800 km away. As 

shown in below shows, total special tuition and 

scholarships granted to Master program students in the 

past years has grown a 24% in the last years:  

Table: Scholarships and Special Tuition (2017-2019) 

  2017 2018 2019 

Special Tuition 59 62 82 

Academic Excellence  10 7 4 

Public Service  12 19 13 

Entrepreneurs  3 4 5 

Women leaders 1 2  

Third Sector   3 1 

Total  85 97 105 
 

 

At IAE, the Rankings and Accreditations Team and the 

PRME Representative collaboratively collect and track 

PRME-related activities (“PRME Taskforce”). 

Information is gathered systematically in consultation 

with IAE administrators, faculty, staff, students and 

alumni. IAE is accredited by EQUIS, AACSB, and the 

Association of MBAs (AMBA). Both PRME and 

accreditations are synergic mechanisms fostering 

continuous improvement through the review 

processes and stakeholders’ feedback. 

 

As key stakeholders on issues of key interest, student 

reports and interviews aimed at better understanding their 

needs, perspectives, and suggestions. Furthermore, our 

Alumni Association and its Executive Advisory Board 

participate in assessing external input into the 

Management Team.  

All findings and input collected are used to track progress 

and completion of individual objectives, as well as to 

determine the appropriateness of our vision statement, our 

success in meeting our mission, and a basis for new 

strategic initiatives. 
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PRINCIPLE 2 | VALUES  

We will incorporate into our academic activities and curricula the values of global social responsibility as 

portrayed in international initiatives such as the United Nations Global Compact 

 

How values are discussed and assimilated 

into IAE’s Teaching and Research Culture 

 

The need to permanently adapt to new and demanding 

situations requires from future leaders’ skills more 

than knowledge, and the development of personal and 

social capabilities. IAE aims at educating and shaping 

leaders who are not only able to be effective and 

perform well on strategy and finance: our graduates 

are expected to perform high on knowing what is right 

and what is wrong, on how to make good decisions, 

including the ethical, environmental, social and human 

rights aspects, transforming management practice into 

a personal growth opportunity.  Ultimately, IAE offers 

a new vision of business, enriching the path to 

efficiency with a commitment to advancing social 

development.  

 

Ethics and responsibility are integrated and embedded 

into curriculum design across the board. All courses at 

IAE makes a strong emphasis on the sense of integrity 

and aim at helping students to develop their decision-  

making abilities. Importantly, students are held 

accountable for their decisions and actions. As a result, 

students are better prepared to understand how their 

actions affect broader social issues. 

 

In addition, specific ethics and responsibility courses are 

included in IAE curriculum. Courses on Corporate Social 

Responsibility approach critical topics such as the impact 

of firms on society as a whole, and other aspects of the 

economic, political, institutional and social environment 

businesses operate in. They seek to help participants to 

discover what role companies and their managers have in 

society, and be able to define an adequate management 

strategy to expand businesses’ contribution to sustainable 

development. Other examples include non-market strategy 

courses, in which moral disengagement issues are 

discussed; compliance modules in almost all open 

enrolment programs; and the Full-Time MBA action 

learning project (Social Field Work). 

 

Ethics and responsibility are also integrated and embedded 

into our research-based degree. In particular, the PhD 

program   addresses   these  topics  in  the  core  1st  year  
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" IAE makes a strong emphasis on the sense of integrity and aim at helping students to 
develop their decision-making abilities ” 

courses of Philosophy of Science and Anthropology 

and Ethics. 

Reflecting Upon PRME-related Topics 

Integration 

 

Programs’ learning objectives are cyclically revisited 

in light of the school’s strategic, with curricular 

improvements and updates emerging from 

suggestions from faculty recommendations, as well as 

other stakeholders. In particular, Master programs’ 

learning goals were formulated in relation to future 

needs:  

 

1. Leadership: graduates will develop leadership 

abilities 

2. Critical Thinking and Problem Solving: 

graduates will be able to engage in critical 

thinking to solve business problems 

3. Ethical Decision-Making: graduates will be 

able to introduce an ethical perspective in 

their decision-making process 

 

4. Global Perspective: graduates will have a global 

perspective 

5. Innovation and Entrepreneurship: graduates will 

develop their creativity, innovation and 

entrepreneurial skills 

 

As of the new strategic cycle, changes introduced from 

former SIP were: 

 

 Strengthening management leadership 

capabilities in general;  

 Increasing awareness of social and environmental 

issues and improve ethical decision-making; 

 Reinforcing positive attitudes and managerial 

capabilities for innovation and entrepreneurship; 

and 

 Improving the global integration 
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PRINCIPLE 3 | EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS (METHOD) 

We will create educational frameworks, materials, processes and environments that enable effective learning 

experiences for responsible leadership 

 

PRME-related Course Content, Programs and 

Methods Used in IAE’s Classroom 

 

Latin American managers do business in a social 

environment characterized by poor legal systems, weak 

institutions, and underdeveloped governance systems – 

features that lead to high levels of corruption. At IAE, we 

believe ethics must be at the heart of any educational 

endeavor that seeks to train regional managers. IAE 

programs and courses embed ethics and the values of 

global social responsibility in their curricular frameworks, 

materials and methodologies. The School aims to inspire 

and enable effective learning for responsible leadership. 

 

Mandatory courses with PRME-related topics content 

includes in our MBA and EMBA program curriculum are 

Decision Making, Non Market Strategies, Corporate Social 

Responsibility, Compliance and Anticorruption, Social 

Fieldwork, Hackathon, and Self-knowledge and 

Leadership. In these courses, the Case Method is a 

privileged device to foster critical thinking. This approach 

helps   conveying   the   notion  that   there   are  no  ‘easy 

answers’ in the world of business. By exposing students 

to the consequences of their intended actions, they are 

forced to take a more holistic perspective. Such 

experiential learning and immersion techniques are 

seen as particularly enabling to teach values.  

 

The Decision Making course is taken at the very 

beginning of our Master programs to start spurring 

critical thinking and ethical reflexivity among 

participants. Live cases, with guest speakers from civil 

society organizations and business that are gearing their 

business towards sustainable development, are used as 

an enabling method in to analyze criteria and develop 

solutions to the challenges described. Moreover, as part 

of its learning objectives, students are encouraged to 

revisit their own personal experience under the light of 

systemic decision-making framework, trying to avoid any 

false trade-offs (such as that between efficiency and 

equity), and assessing the coherence and ethics of their 

own decision-making process. 

 

The course on Non-Market Strategies not only tackles 

how firms may influence and shape the institutional 

environment,  but  also  discusses  issues  pertaining  to  
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moral disengagement in organizational environments. In 

turn, the course on Corporate Social Responsibility, 

participants are required to read a set of articles and 

discuss them in class. The main goal of this course is to 

foster critical judgment and ethical reflexivity. At the end of 

the course, students write a learning paper on how the 

topics discussed have had an impact on their own lives. In 

addition, the course on Compliance and Anticorruption 

helps students develop skills to analyze compliance 

systems, as well as to implement compliance programs in 

their own organizations. 

 

Another instance of ethics and responsibility-related 

training is Social Fieldwork, an action learning project-

course, in which MBA students act as management 

consultants to different NGOs operating in the Pilar area. 

Through design thinking and agile methodologies students 

help NGOs to improve their intervention models. Some of 

the participating NGOS include:  

 

Posta Sanitaria Las Lilas: works in the promotion of 

individual and collective health access of the most 

vulnerable communities in the Pilar influence area. 

Asociación Pilares: Devoted to improve the educational 

quality of Pilar’s vulnerable youth, with an integral 

approach 

Fundación Germinare: Devoted to the inclusion of 

disadvantaged youth in high-quality educational institutions  

Programa Envión: Offers educational, cultural, and health 

promotion workshops to empower teenagers. 

 

Social Field Work started in 2002 (in the midst of 

Argentina´s great recession). Since then, more than 90 

NGOs participated in this initiative. Students developed 

over 106 projects, with economic and social impact. 

 

A new introduction in the current SIP cycle is IAE’s new 

Hackathon Experience for all MBA Programs. The 

Hackathon designed for students to engage with SDGs by 

designing new impactful business models that may 

promote positive social change. Using the Blueprint 

method, the Hackathon allows multidisciplinary teams to 

analyze their business models and how they can reach  

their  full  potential  in  terms  of  social  and  environmental  

impact. In the 2019 Hackathon, participants worked on 

projects clustered around the following tracks: 

 

 Equal opportunities in the labor market 

 Sustainable cities 

 Future of work 

 Social and financial inclusion 

 Responsible production and consumption 

 

In addition, in 2018, the LCC (Leadership, Conflict, and 

Courage) module was introduced as a mandatory 

course of adaptive leadership for Executive MBA 

Students. LCC uses Case-in-Point methodology, which 

is an immersive and reflexive approach facilitated by 

faculty but shaped by class participants. Case-in-Point 

helps participants with two key components of 

leadership development: 

 It more realistically prepares people to have 

stamina, resilience and a willingness to work 

with others in the heat of change  

 It helps generate a heightened awareness of 

themselves, their impact on the systems they 

are a part of. 

 

Furthermore, LCC has helped students to raise deeper 

discussions on the classroom as a learning community. 

As of 2017, LCC modules as well as other modalities of 

the Case-in-Point were already implemented in the Self-

Knowledge and Leadership course of the Full-Time MBA 

(2010-12), Executive Program for Small and Medium 

Size Enterprise Owners (DPME, 2010), Top 

Management Program (2016), and other In-Company 

programs. 

 

In the PhD Program, a close and personalized student–

supervisor relationship guarantees that the sense of 

mission is conveyed to our students. Students and 

supervisors develop deep and long-standing 

relationships with their students. Students learn through 

the precept and practice of an experienced scholar to 

whom he has been entrusted for his training. 

Supervisors engage in personal one-on-one 

conversations, where they encourage students to 

become  more  reflective, aware  of  their  own strengths  
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2 Black Mirror (2011-2019) is a British dystopian science fiction anthology series that examines modern society, particularly with regard 
to the unanticipated consequences of new technologies. Episodes are standalone, usually set in an alternative present or the near 
future, often with a dark and satirical tone. 

and weaknesses, and clear about their own priorities in life, 

such as the balance between work, family, and outside 

interests. 

Among focus and specialty programs, some address 

topics more directly related to ethics, responsibility and 

sustainability, as shown in table below: 

Program Description 

Government Program for 
Local Community Leadership 
Development 

This 10-day program is aimed primarily at officials of provinces and municipalities on 
the public side, and at local community leaders, civil society associations or even 
businessmen committed to local development on the private side. 

LCC – Leadership, Conflict, 
and Courage Open 
Enrolment Program 

In this five-day program, a team of professors trained in Adaptive Leadership at 
Harvard introduces managers to how to lead efficiently and responsibly in uncertain 
contexts. 

Leading Professional in 
Ethics + Compliance (LPEC) 

IAE’s Centre for Governance and Transparency runs the Compliance Certification 
programs, certifying practitioners from eight countries in the region, jointly with the 
Ethics and Compliance Officer Association (ECOA) based in the United States. 

 

 

Finally, extracurricular “Business and Family” seminars are 

offered to alumni, degree and executive education 

participants and their partners, where a case is analyzed 

and discussed. Cases are based on real situations many of 

these couples face in attaining a work–life balance. In 

addition, the “White Mirror” (that, is the bright-side version 

of “Black Mirror”2) seminar series gather students and 

faculty to reflect on current social issues with philosophical 

insight, fostering reflexivity and integral personal and 

professional development. 

 

IAE Dedicated Faculty and Ongoing Faculty 

Development Activities 

 

A number of IAE professors are dedicated to teaching 

activities related to ethics and responsibility, and 

humanistic thinking. Among full-time faculty members, 

dedicated faculty include:  

 Alberto Willi research interests are related to 

humanization of work, poverty, care organizations, 

and corporate social responsibility. As the 

academic director of the Executive MBA, he 

created the new 2019 Hackathon Experience. 

 

 

 Carmelo Paviera research interests are related 

to informal markets, the future of work, and the 

Gig Economy. He created a new elective course 

for all MBA programs on the Future of Work. 

 Professors Guillermo Fraile, and Fr. Manuel 

D’Elia (catholic priest, School Chaplain), 

integrate the Humanistic Formation 

Department, in charge of organizing formative 

activities through in which faculty members 

improve their anthropological and humanistic 

knowledge and apply it to issues in their 

discipline. 

 Professors Hector Rocha and Lucio Traverso 

are lead facilitators of the Decision Making 

courses in the Executive MBA program. In 2019, 

they published a textbook for the course, 

centered on the challenge of the inclusion of 

people with intellectual disabilities in the 

workplace in Argentina, raising awareness and 

encouraging students to develop strategic 

initiatives to address the issue. Politicians and 

NGO leaders often participate as guest 

speakers in the classroom. The impact of this 

endeavor  has  led  several  alumni  to participate 
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“Students learn through the precept and practice of an experienced scholar to whom he 

has been entrusted for his training” 

 

actively in this cause. 

 Maria Jose Murcia specialization is Sustainable 

Business Management in both her research and 

teaching. She facilitates Decision Making and 

Corporate Sustainability courses in all IAE’s MBA 

programs. 

 Matthias Kleinhempel is the leading facilitator of all 

IAE’s Compliance and Anticorruption curriculum. 

 Pablo Fernández is the Studies Director of the 

Executive MBA program, working hand in hand 

with Prof. Willi. His research interests chiefly 

pertain to social innovation and inclusion issues. 

He is the leading facilitator of the Social Fieldwork 

action learning project. 

 Patricia Debeljuh is the Director of the Work–Family 

Balance Centre. The “Role of women in 

leadership” project has been creating awareness 

 

around the value that women add to business, 

family, and society.  She has developed 

numerous activities and learning materials, and 

summoned students to participate 

 

Humanistic and ethical training is one of the pillars by 

which the Mission is fulfilled. Embedding the teaching of 

ethics in all courses is only possible with a well-trained 

faculty team. For this purpose, professors engage in 

ongoing activities organized by the Humanistic 

Formation Department. Additional 2017-19 faculty 

development initiatives sponsored by IAE in which the 

entire faculty participated, as well as sustainability 

teaching courses that individual faculty members 

completed are summarized on the Table below: 

 

 

 

Year Faculty Member Program  Institution  

2017 Murcia, Maria Jose 
University Alliance for Sustainability 

Spring Campus & Conference 
Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany 

2017 Rocha, Hector Case Writing Workshop HBS, Harvard University, Boston USA 

2017 Zemborain, Martin 
Art and Practice of Leadership 

Development 
Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University, Boston, USA 

2017 All Faculty Leading in the Exponential Era Singularity University 

2018 Weisz, Natalia 
The Digital Transformation: A 

Complexity Perspective with Prof. 
Dave Snowden 

Universidad de San Andrés, Argentina 

2018 Weisz, Natalia Sex and Power Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University, Boston, USA 

2018 Willi, Alberto AMCHAM Seminar American Chamber of Commerce in Argentina 

2018 All Faculty 
Managing "Hot-Button" Issues in 

the Classroom 
Austral University, Argentina 

2019 All Faculty 
Managing "Hot-Button" Issues in 

the Classroom 
Austral University, Argentina 

2019 Vassolo, Roberto Foresight Practitioner Training Institute for the Future, Palo Alto, California 

2019 Farchi, Tomás 
Art and Practice of Leadership 

Development 
Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard University, Boston, USA 

2019 Willi, Alberto 
Business Ethics y Catholic Social 

Thought Seminar 
Notre Dame University, Indiana, USA 
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PRINCIPLE 4 | RESEARCH ON RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 

(RESEARCH) 

We will engage in conceptual and empirical research that advances our understanding about the role, 

dynamics, and impact of corporations in the creation of sustainable social, environmental and economic value 

 

IAE Research Strategy and Contributions 

Relating to PRME 

 

The School’s research strategy focusing on grand societal 

challenges and emerging economies aims at shedding light 

into the drivers of regional sustainable development in 

Latin America, the most unequal subcontinent in the world. 

The context of our country, the overall region, and 

management in general, is leading our school towards 

enhancing our impact on society. As earlier mentioned, the 

school has chosen 4 SDGs to guide the overall research 

efforts: end of poverty; responsible production and 

consumption; decent work and economic growth; and 

industry, innovation and infrastructure. Evidence of such 

focus is reflected on the ethics, responsibility, and 

sustainability research projects that are pursued at our 

School.  

 

 

 

Appendix A succinctly describes the specific PRME-

related research projects that are currently underway. 

These projects are conducted by a multidisciplinary 

group of dedicated academic researchers at IAE along 

with co-authors around the world. The core group is 

comprised by the faculty members listed on the Table 

below. In addition, Appendices B-C list research 

contributions (conference proceedings, journal articles, 

books, and book chapters) published within the reporting 

period (2017-19). 
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3 Double Appointment Professor, ESADE (Spain) and IAE Business School (Argentina). 

“ The school has chosen 4 SDGs to guide the overall research efforts: end of poverty; 
responsible production and consumption; decent work and economic growth; and 

industry, innovation and infrastructure” 

  

Professor Research Focus and Expertise 

Alberto Willi 
 Corporate Social Responsibility  

 Humanization of work, poverty, and care 

Carmelo Paviera 
 Informal markets 

 Future of work, ‘Gig’ economy 

Hector Rocha 
 Industrial Clusters 

 Public-private, multi-stakeholder partnerships 

 Local and Regional Sustainable Integral Development 

Ignasi Marti Lanuza3  Social innovation and inclusion 

María José Murcia 
 Management education and sustainability cognition  

 Strategy under recessions  

 Sustainability-oriented competitive and corporate strategies 

Pablo Fernandez  Social innovation and inclusion 

Pedro Vazquez  Family business ethics and governance 

Ricardo Crespo  Philosophy of Economics 

Roberto Vassolo 
 Strategy in the natural resources sector 

 Strategy under recessions  

Tomas Farchi  Organizing for complex social problems (e.g., recidivism) 

Virginia Sarria Allende 

/Ricardo Pasquini 
 Matching in Entrepreneurial Finance Networks 

Virginia Sarria Allende/ 

Carolina Dams 

 Accelerators, Entrepreneurial Self-Efficacy and Venture Capital: A Gender 

Perspective Model 

 

PhD Program Engagement with PRME-related Research 

Themes 

 

In keeping with our research strategy, all of our PhD 

research projects in the reporting period 2019-17 pertain to 

ethics, responsibility and sustainability issues in Latin 

America, including:  

 Non-market strategies in the energy sector (Jorge 

Duarte): Assesses the renewable energy sector to 

give insights into the likelihood of using non-market 

strategies over different stages of industry 

evolution. 

 Political risk (Hernan Garritano): Examines the 

drivers of poorly defined policies that end 

 

 Sustainability and Management Control 

Systems (Luis García-Ghezzi):  Examines how 

management control systems may help in 

mobilizing environmental, social, and 

governance (ESG) objectives. 

 Childhood and Digital Media (Victoria Novaro): 

Analyses the impact of digital values transmitted 

through digital networks during the development 

of children. 

 Agribusiness (Agustin Bramanti): Explores the 

relationship between the key variables that 

affect institutions and organizations in the 

agricultural sector, and the performance, 
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penalizing   a   country’s  image  (e.g., Argentina), 

short-term  industry  performance, and  long-term 

firms’ strategy. 

economic efficiency, growth, development and 

competitiveness of the sector, specifically in 

commodities such as corn, soybean and wheat; 

 Humanization of Care (Dolores Del Rio):  

Examines the nature of care work and potential 

burnout at a hospice facility. 

 Development in Local Communities (Gerardo 

Acosta Voegeli): Studies medium and long-term 

public policies´ impact on sustainable integral 

development in local communities. 

 

Research Dissemination to External 

Stakeholders 

 

IAE dedicated research faculty has been very active in the 

scholarly community, organizing sessions, leading 

workshops, and presenting ethics, responsibility, and 

sustainability-related research in the leading conferences 

of the field. These include the Academy of Management 

Annual Meeting, as well as the Annual Meeting of the 

European Group for Organizational Studies: EGOS (as per 

Appendix B). 

 

It worth noting that in 2018, IAE hosted (1) the 7th Latin 

America and European Meeting on Organizations Studies 

(LAEMOS) under the theme “Organizing for Resilience: 

Scholarship in Unsettled Times”. Professors Tomás Farchi 

and Pablo Fernandez acted as conference chairs, and 

several faculty members were coverers of the different 

conference sub-theme tracks (click here) and (2) the  

AIBLAT 2018 - 8th Annual Conference "Political 

Uncertainty and the Future of International Business in 

Latin America" where IAE Professor Roberto Vassolo 

presented “ Political uncertainty and innovation: The 

moderating effect of regime system and national leaders' 

characteristics on patent applications”, 

 

In addition, in 2019 the Chair of Sustainable Integral 

Development was created. Professor Hector Rocha is the 

director. Appendix D provides detailed information on its 

mission and objectives, and an overview of the 

Dissemination Forum developed.  

 

 The center’s annual conference (over 300 

attendees) 

 Lectures on compliance at the Argentine-

Brazilian Chamber (2018) and other venues 

 Workshops and keynotes at universities abroad 

 Advisory services to Compliance Officers  

 A bi-weekly newsletter with concepts and new 

tools for Compliance Officers 

 

Furthermore, during the last 10 years, the Centre has 

conducted 6 surveys on ethical and compliance 

practices in companies based in Argentina and Latin 

America. Based on these surveys, he has published 

articles and book chapters (see Appendix C). 

 

In addition, Professor Patricia Debeljuh, Director of the 

Centre on Work-Family balance, has led several 

dissemination initiatives:  

 

 Development of the Global Home Index: The 

index project involves 18 participating countries, 

and organizations (including the English 

Parliament, the headquarters of United Nations 

in the US, and the Argentinean Government) to 

survey sustainable lifestyles around the world. 

The project aims at increasing awareness on the 

value of building a home, strengthening the 

family, and rediscovering it as an environment 

where competencies are developed. By 

promoting the value of working at home, the 

project attempts to have an impact on the media, 

NGOs, and public policy.  This research project 

is evidenced in the reports (Click here) 

presented in 2017 in the 18 countries at events 

such as ONY International Family Day in New 

York, at the UK Parliament, and Argentina’s 

Casa Rosada (Government House).  

 A survey analyzing the expectations of personal 

family-work life balance in the new generations.  

https://www.egosnet.org/jart/prj3/egos/data/uploads/2018/LAEMOS-2018_Call-for-Sub-themes_English-Spanish-Portuguese.pdf
http://www.globalhomeindex.org/
http://www.globalhomeindex.org/latam/estadisticas.php
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In terms of applied research dissemination, the Centre for 

Governance and Transparency under the leadership of 

Professor Matthias Kleinhempel, hosts a number of open 

and free events aim to disseminate compliance and 

integrity topics to the broader stakeholder community. 

These include: 

 

 Three workshops on Compliance per year (70 to 

120 participants per workshop)  

 Survey deployment for IESE Family 

Responsibility Index: The index is a diagnostic 

instrument for companies developed in 1999 by 

the International Centre for Work and Family of  

 

IESE Business School at Navarra University, 

reflecting the level of Corporate Family 

Responsibility (CFR) of a firm. It helps companies 

assess their level of implementation of CFR; 

identify opportunities for improvement; measure 

the benefits of established practices; and measure 

the costs incurred by lack of flexibility. 

 A biannual study in which companies present 

innovative business practices that support family 

responsibility with their collaborators, etc.  

These practices are then compiled and 

summarized in a book report (“Guía de Buenas 

Prácticas”). Currently in its fifth edition, the 

report shows what Argentine companies are 

doing to address collaborators work–family 

balance demands, and how much their families 

benefit from these initiatives. 
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PRINCIPLE 5 | INTERACTION WITH BUSINESS (PARTNERSHIP) 

We will interact with managers of business corporations to extend our knowledge of their challenges in meeting 

social and environmental responsibilities and to explore jointly effective approaches to meeting these 

challenges 

 

 

IAE Business School plays a significant role in the 

formation of leaders to meet their social and environmental 

in the Argentine and broader Latin American society. In 

particular, IAE has levered its strong connections with the 

business world to engage with the local community, 

entrepreneurs to promote business formation and 

sustainable development at a local and regional scale, the 

broader Austral University community and other partner 

Universities, and the local business community, as well as 

the public sector. Moreover, members of IAE community 

are actively engaged with PRME networks. 

 

Engagement with the Local Community 

 

IAE Pilar campus was a complete novelty to the local 

community in 1998. Today, the impact of our presence in 

Pilar is even greater, as all academic units of Austral 

University have moved to the campus. In addition, ACES 

has a day-care center and will be opening a primary school 

next to the campus. 

 

 

The Pilar district is a location with sharp social contrasts: 

you would find families living in private country clubs, 

with other family living in shanty towns not far away from 

the clubs. Austral community members volunteer in 

many initiatives on a personal basis. For example, a 

group of staff from different academic units’ volunteer at 

a newly established training center in Derqui (CECAM), 

where underserved women learn basic office skills. They 

are also given hygiene and cooking classes, and they 

may opt to receive parenting skills training. 

  

As of 2017, IAE has formed an alliance with Potenciar 

Solidario, an NGO that offers programs to other civil 

society organizations so that they may enhance their 

management, communication, volunteer and funding 

capacities to promote sustainable growth, emphasizing 

the dignity of each person. IAE trains these social 

leaders within School programs granting an 80% 

scholarship (the remaining 20%, is sponsored by 

different companies). Upon program completion, they 

can  participate  on  continuous  improvement  activities  
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with Professor Alberto Willi on campus (e.g., strategy 

workshops), as well as an Annual full-day workshop to 

keep working on their social intervention models and 

capacity building. 

 

Promoting Entrepreneurship 

 

IAE hosts a nationwide business plan competition called 

NAVES. Nascent entrepreneurial teams enroll to the 

competition with the goal of getting their ideas incubated.  

The Entrepreneurship Centre at IAE provides education 

and support to NAVES participants, encouraging new 

entrepreneurs to develop new business models that may 

address national and regional sustainability needs and 

generate positive social impact.  IAE follows each step of 

the way so that any promising venture may get up to the 

capital raising stage.   

 

 

The support received within the NAVES program, drops 

new ventures failure rates substantially.  Several 

projects have developed into flourishing businesses. 

Appendix E shows all companies created through 

NAVES in the 2017-19 period. 

 

Since inception, NAVES has been instrumental in 

consolidating the local entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

Activities organized by IAE Entrepreneurship Centre 

provide entrepreneurs both with useful tools such in 

finance, marketing, HR, etc., and a strong network. 

Participants stay in touch with their NAVES mentors for 

advice and consultations.  To provide an estimate of the 

reach and impact of the Centre, the Table below 

summarizes some of activities that were held in 2019: 

Activity Impact 

Naves Competition Seminar 120 participants x 2 sessions 

Training Workshops Outside Buenos 
Aires 

11 branches in Córdoba, Mendoza, Jujuy, Salta, 
Rosario, Santa Fe, Tucumán, Misiones, Pergamino, 
Tandil, Neuquén 

Workshop WISE  30 participants x 4 sessions 

Mentoring Program   45 participants 

  
 

“IAE has levered its strong connections with the business world to engage with the local 

community, entrepreneurs to promote business formation and sustainable development 

at a local and regional scale” 

 

In Argentina, investment as a share of GDP is low, and 

there are scant governmental incentives for start-up 

enterprises and angel investing is not widespread. 

According to the Argentine Association of Private Capital 

(ARCAP), there are only nine angel investing clubs in the 

country, with all of them only investing in technology-based 

projects across various sectors.  IAE Business School 

Angel Investor Club was pioneer in the field. Founded in 

2005 by Professor Silvia Torres Carbonell and a group of 

alumni who wanted to redress the lack of access to 

investment that hindered the creation and development of 

new start-up companies. The club does not act as a fund, 

but each member decides the projects to enter, individually 

or as a group. 

 

Engagement with Austral University and other 

University Partners  

Synergies with the broader Austral University 

community mutually enrich one another. The School is 

reaching out to  

other academic units, seeking to make a positive impact 

in undergraduate education. Some PRME-related 

initiatives held during the current include: 

 

Double Appointments: During the reporting period, 3 IAE 

professors signed double-appointment agreements with 

our Business Undergraduate Program to share their 

expertise, leading courses on Entrepreneurship 

(Carolina   Dams),   Family    Business   and   Corporate  
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Governance (Pedro Vázquez), and Business Research 

Ethics and Methods (Maria José Murcia). 

 

Media & Entertainment seminars: Together with the 

Faculty of Social Communication of the University, IAE 

Media and Entertainment Centre is hosting research 

seminars in which faculty and undergraduate students 

discuss papers based on companies’ case studies. 

University in Action (Accion Universitaria): This department 

channels all volunteering initiatives across Austral 

University. Some initiatives our community was engaged 

with in the current reporting period include: using design 

thinking and agile methodologies to help NGOs to improve 

the volunteer experience; initiatives to guarantee and 

improve local community health, as well as the educational 

quality of vulnerable children and youth, and other cultural 

promotion projects. 

 

Partnership with HEC Montreal: As of 2019, Executive 

MBA Candidates have started to participate in the Social 

Business Creation Competition hosted by HEC Montreal, 

presenting their Final Master Projects. One of our students 

participating in the 2019 edition was a young man that used 

to live in a shanty town and worked for the government of 

Buenos Aires City, that sponsored his EMBA tuition. He 

presented a project on the urbanization of Villa 31. His 

project was chosen to be presented in the Finale in 

Montreal in September 2019. This partnership was made 

possible through Austral University International Relations 

Department.  

 

Engagement with the Broader Business 

Community 

 

As mentioned above, the Centre for Governance and 

Transparency is actively creating awareness on the 

importance of compliance and transparency for the 

development of local institutions. Furthermore, the Centre 

has facilitated the signature and follow-up of collective by 

which the signing companies commit on a set of integrity 

principles and ethical standards to follow. Signatory 

companies operate in the electric power, orthotics, and 

animal nutrition sectors. 

In turn, the Work & Family Balance Centre has been 

devoted to create awareness of the importance of 

women at the workplace, as well the positive impact a 

healthy work–life balance has on work efficiency and thus 

organizational outcomes. In so doing, in the reporting 

period, the Centre focus on the development and growth 

of two main outreach networks: 

 

 Women in Top Management Breakfasts: This is 

a training program that addresses female 

managers and business leaders who face the 

challenges of being professional women aiming 

to balance their careers with the dedication to 

their families. Since 2019, IAE alumni are 

increasingly collaborating as speakers and 

supporters in its activities. 

 

 IFREI Club: This network of companies that 

promote a flexible and familiarly responsible 

culture. Since 2010, this network has fostered 

cooperation among companies from different 

sectors and markets. Event offer a reflection 

space, fostering synergies among companies to 

positively impact society. By the end of 2019, 

IFREI has reached 10 years of uninterrupted 

activities. 

 

Engagement with the Public Sector  

 

IAE continues working on various Programs for the 

public sector, developing Customized Programs in 

response to different needs. During the reporting period 

2017-19, IAE held several programs for government 

officials including: Program for Ministry of Modernization 

of the National Government, Program for Government 

Officials of the City of Buenos Aires, Programs for 

Municipal District Leaders held in Pilar, Morón and San 

Nicolás, and a Program for the Provincial Government of 

Salta. 

Engagement with PRME Networks 

IAE shows strong commitment with PRME values by 
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sponsoring faculty members’ engagement with PRME 

networks. During the period 2017-19: 

 Professor  Matthias  Kleinhempel  was  the Chair 

of the UN PRME Anticorruption Working Group, 

and Member of the PRME’s Advisory 

Committee. 

 

 Professor Alberto Willi was Member of the UN 

PRME LATAM Chapter 
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PRINCIPLE 6 | STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (DIALOGUE) 

We will facilitate and support dialog and debate among educators, students, business, government, 

consumers, media, civil society organizations and other interested groups and stakeholders on critical issues 

related to global social responsibility and sustainability. 

 

In recent years, IAE has had many opportunities to 

welcome educators, students, business, government, 

consumers, media, civil society organizations, and other 

stakeholders. IAE campus is the space created to facilitate 

and support dialogue and debate among them, focusing 

debates on critical issues related to social responsibility 

and sustainability. In this regard, IAE Alumni Association 

activities and network have been catalytic, enabling our 

School strong contribution to this principle.  

 

Fostering Dialogue Across IAE and Externally 

 

IAE aims to contribute to the conversation on business 

responsibility by engaging in in dialogue with business 

managers in a number of different facilities – as consultants, 

teachers and community members.  

 

In their consulting roles, IAE faculty members tap into the 

real problems companies face; in their research, they look 

for solutions by creating relevant knowledge; in their school 

service tasks, they encounter the same challenges met by  

 

the executives they train and advice; and as teachers, 

they share their knowledge and experience with others. 

 

IAE faculty members also interact with managers as 

community members, through research centers efforts 

and collaborative forums. Research centers at IAE are 

bidirectional learning units where academics and 

businesses share a common interest, with a research 

plan and firms financial support to develop it. Over the 

years, these learning communities have fostered to 

ethics, responsibility, and sustainability research and 

development output, as well as positive social impact, 

thus contributing to the fulfilment of IAE’s Mission. 

 

IAE professors contribute to the management profession 

based on participation in academic life outside the 

School in national and international prestigious 

organizations. For example, Professor Alberto Willi 

serves as jury at the American Chamber of Commerce 

annual sustainability award “Ciudadanía Empresaria” 

and the Iberoamerican Award for Corporate Social 

Responsibility. 
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4 Asociación de Directorios Asociados in Spanish 

 
“ IAE campus is the space created to facilitate and support dialogue and debate among 

them, focusing debates on critical issues related to social responsibility and 
sustainability ” 

 

Several faculty members are also engaged in national 

initiatives linked to responsible leadership, such as 

ADIRAS4, a non-profit organization founded by 

entrepreneurs and owners of small and medium size 

businesses. The mission of this collegiate body is both to 

promote the personal development and training of 

entrepreneurs, and to give advice, assistance, and support 

through participation in firms’ management boards. 

 

A Strong Alumni Association  

 

IAE Alumni Association has been the privileged 

mechanism by which the School fosters dialogue on 

PRME-related topics across the board. Founded in 1985, 

currently has more than 16.000 members practicing the 

management profession around the world. 

 

Professor Guillermo D’Andrea serves Academic Director of 

Alumni Relations since 2014. Professor D’Andrea is part of 

the founding faculty group. He has been at IAE for almost 

40 years now. Since taking office, he has promoted PRME-

related Alumni content offerings in Seminar Series, open 

workshops and events. Ernesto Ruete acts as the 

Executive Director of the Alumni Relations department. 

 

During the reporting period (2017-19), IAEs Management 

Team has launched a strategic initiative aimed at 

increasing alumni participation in classes and programs.  In 

response, the Alumni Association has set up and Alumni 

Board with a huge commitment and dedication through 

which they cooperate with IAE’s Management Team to 

improve alumni relationships, the variety and quality of 

activities, and the commitment and sense of belonging of 

members.  

 

 

This initiative has had a positive impact on many 

activities, significantly expanding the reach of the ‘IAE 

experience’. For example, the Alumni Annual Meeting 

which used to welcome circa 600 participants, convened 

more than 1200 attendees in 2019. In addition, IAE 

Alumni Day replaced former Anniversary Events and 

grew from 250 to 800 participants in the last two editions 

during the reporting period. 

 

Among other challenges, the Alumni Board is working on 

different initiatives to strengthen IAE’s impact on the 

alumni community. Multidisciplinary sub-commissions, 

such as creativity, and MAI (Mujeres Alumni IAE – i.e., 

women IAE alumni-) were created during the reporting 

period. The board continue fostering alumni and faculty 

collaboration in these initiatives.  

 

Our alumni network members are actively involved in 

creating sustainable value for business and society, and 

advancing an inclusive and sustainable global economy.  

Some examples are: 

 IAE alumni Luis Palmier is the co-creator of 

Sophia Intelligence, a system that uses Artificial 

Intelligence for home automation and control 

purposes. See here 

 IAE Alumni are part of the sustainable business 

ecosystem in Argentina. See here 

 IAE alumni founded Guayerd, a coding 

academy that recruits young talent living in 

vulnerable populations, trains them, and 

enables their insertion in the business world. 

See here 

 Two IAE alumni are the founders of PURA, a 

triple impact company, dedicated to the 

treatment and purification of water for homes 

and institutions. See here 

  

https://revistaalumni.iae.edu.ar/emprender-no-es-solo-para-millennials/
https://revistaalumni.iae.edu.ar/unaje-y-el-iae-valores-compartidos-para-construir-un-ecosistema-empresarial-mas-sustentable/
https://revistaalumni.iae.edu.ar/ensenan-programacion-a-los-sectores-mas-vulnerables/
https://revistaalumni.iae.edu.ar/trabajamos-para-cambiar-el-mundo-a-traves-del-agua/
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Career Development and Placement Programs 

 

At the core of the school’s Mission is the relationship we 

build with our students. We take great pride in the career 

success of our alumni.  For Alumni in search of new 

directions and horizons, new job opportunities, or currently 

unemployed, IAE Career Development department is 

ready to accompany and support them in the achievement 

of their professional goals. 

 

In Argentina, with an unemployment rate reaching nearly 9 

percent in 2019, and 9.1 percent in the fourth quarter of 

2018. IAE, through its Career Development Department is 

giving critical support to IAE Alumni Network, and 

particularly to older unemployed professionals who need to 

re-enter the work force.   

 

The Career Development department is part of the Alumni 

Department. Career Development has a dual target 

audience:   

 

 It supports MBA students during the academic year 

and upon graduation, encouraging them to “be the 

protagonist in your professional career and focus 

on your self-development” 

 It works with all IAE Alumni on Career and 

Professional Orientation. Extra-curricular 

workshops and activities with HR Consultants are 

open to all job seeking students.   

With the aim of strengthening the Alumni network, the 

Department provides tools individually or through group 

meetings. Alumni get advice on resume and professional 

profile building, building a LinkedIn profile, coaching on 

interview preparation, market information, salary trends, 

and other helpful tips. Additionally, they have access to 

a wide network of contacts to network with, with the great 

majority of these coming from IAE’s own network. These 

include: HR consultants, head-hunters, and companies 

of various industries. Every year, the Career 

Development Department also organizes 2 or 3 

seminars on HR trends. 

 

Highlights of the activities carried out in the last 2 years 

include:  

 Contact with more than 100 Alumni in “labour 

transition” in 2018 and 62 this year.  

 Coordination of 2 Ciclos de Actualidad (Current 

HR issues events) 

 Held two group networking meetings among 

Alumni  

 Contact companies and Alumni seeking talent in 

the IAE: 43 in 2018, and 21 in 2019 

 Supervision and Administration of a new Career 

Development Web Portal: @laboral. There are 

over 3,000 Alumni and 1500 companies 

registered on the portal, with  

 2,077 users in portal traffic per month, and 161 

positions featured in 2019 
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PART THREE: PROGRESS AND NEW 

OBJECTIVES 
 

 

This section enlists progress IAE Business School made of since last SIP Report. In addition, we lay out our 

new objectives for the 2019-21 period: 

 

PRME Principle 1: Purpose 

 

Overall Objectives 2017-2019 Performance 2017-2019 Objectives 2019-2021 

Explore current implications 

behind the terms “inclusion” and 

“sustainability” on both a regional 

and global scope.  

Achieved through:  

Research contributions 

and curriculum updates to 

include most recent 

research findings.  

Faculty attendance to 

humanistic development 

program activities. 

Increase research 

productivity on inclusion and 

sustainability (+15-20%) 

Continue fostering faculty 

participation in humanistic 

training activities. 

Raise further awareness about 

the integral nature of the different 

issues and problems surrounding 

sustainability (e.g., education, 

poverty, environment, 

anticorruption, etc.) and how they 

interact with each other. This 

unified approach will enrich IAE’s 

efforts to extend sustainable 

Achieved through:  

Activities and Forum of 

the Sustainable Integral 

Development Chair   

 

Research outputs of the 

Centre for Governance 

and Transparency, and 

Increase reach and output 

across the Sustainable 

Integral Development Chair,  

the Centre for Governance 

and Transparency, and the 

Centre on Work-Family 

balance 
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value both for business and 

society at large.    

the Centre on Work-

Family balance 

   

 

PRME Principle 2: Values  

  

Overall Objectives 2017-2019 Performance 2017-2019 Objectives 2019-2021 

Addressing the needs identified 

during the MBA redesigning, 

assessment of learning goals and 

curricula management processes. 

Achieved - Creation of the 

AOL Committee and 

Closing the loop initiatives 

in Master programs  

Revisit MBA Corporate 

Social Responsibility 

mandatory going beyond 

traditional topics to include 

new and broader sustainable 

business management 

issues.   

 

Further exploring the inclusion of 

sustainability issues and 

problems in the curricula, going 

beyond the usual environment-

related topics to include additional 

and interrelated issues.   

Achieved – See Curricular 

Impact above 

Increase PRME-related 

elective courses offerings 

IAE will further advance its 

commitment to incorporating 

social responsibility issues into 

program curricula and academic 

activities, with a special focus on 

programs for civil society 

organizations that tackle poverty, 

inequality and public policy 

issues.  

Achieved - Hackathon is 

done in collaboration with 

Njambre, a leading local 

social business dedicated 

to advance innovative 

ideas to tackle social 

issues 

Increase specialty ethics, 

responsibility, and 

sustainability program 

offerings. 
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PRME Principle 3: Method 

   

Overall Objectives 2017-2019 Performance 2017-2019 Objectives 2019-2021 

Teaching and research methods 

will need to combine the diverse 

aspects entailed by sustainability 

issues and problems. 

Additionally, new methods to 

measure and assess –both 

quantitatively and qualitatively– 

environmental, social, 

educational, and governance 

topics should be defined. 

Achieved through: 

Increased use of novel 

teaching methodologies 

enhancing reflexivity and 

fostering the development 

of an ethical mindset 

(e.g., Case-in-Point 

method)  

We aim at launching one full 

online Master program with a 

strong transformational  and 

responsibility focus. 

Develop online and virtual 

teaching methods 

In Progress  Develop online/teaching 

capacity across all faculty 

members 

   

 

PRME Principle 4: Research 

 

Overall Objectives 2017-2019 Performance 2017-2019 Objectives 2019-2021 

Further strengthening existing 

research centers’ activities both in 

terms of quality and quantity of 

outcomes, while actively seeking 

to create additional research hubs 

for other topics that are relevant 

in the creation of sustainable 

value. These research hubs will 

have the flexibility needed to 

tackle complex issues that may 

arise but will also rely on the 

interaction and collaboration of 

different disciplines in order to 

provide solutions and yield 

practical outcomes. 

Achieved through 2018 

definition of new Strategic 

Vision and Research 

Strategy; Creation of the 

Sustainable Integral 

Development Chair   

Further strengthening of 

existing research centers’ 

activities 
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Identifying similar current 

research efforts by other 

organizations committed to 

sustainability, such as think tanks, 

NGOs, and corporate research 

units that are innovators in the 

field. Local, regional and global 

alliances with like-minded 

research centres and/or units will 

allow IAE to be involved in 

cutting-edge research, favouring 

the mutual interaction between 

theoretical and practical research.      

In Progress Reach out to international 

agencies and research hubs. 

Promote international 

collaborations though co-

application to research 

grants and other sources of 

funding. 

 

   

 

PRME Principle 5: Partnerships 

 

Overall Objectives 2017-2019 Performance 2017-2019 Objectives 2019-2021 

Strategically coordinating 

Centers’ efforts whenever issues 

at hand encompass their 

respective fields, particularly 

when dealing with sustainability-

related issues.  

Achieved through 2018 

definition of new Strategic 

Vision and Research 

Strategy 

 

Actively promoting alliances with 

other companies, business 

sectors and associations, and 

NGOs/think tanks that pursue 

similar interests as the Centers, 

also reaching out to international 

agencies and research hubs that 

are leaders in their respective 

areas to create sustainable social, 

environmental and economic 

value. 

In Progress  

Form new alliances with 

business sectors and 

associations, and 

NGOs/think tanks that 

pursue similar interests as 

the Centers  

Engaging more companies and 

stakeholder groups in Centers’ 

research activities, both 

theoretical and practical, to allow 

for more fruitful exchanges of 

ideas and best practices.  

In Progress Engage more companies 

and stakeholder groups to 

support Centers’ research 

activities 
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PRME Principle 6: Dialogue 

 

Overall Objectives 2017-2019 Performance 2017-2019 Objectives 2019-2021 

Hosting meetings and lectures 

exclusively focused on 

sustainability to discuss regional 

social responsibility and 

sustainability challenges with 

experts, scholars and 

practitioners in this regard 

Achieve through set up of 

Alumni Board and Alumni 

Association activities 

(monthly seminars, 

Annual Meeting , and 

Alumni Day)  

Increase participation and 

reach of all Alumni activities  

Strengthen ethics, 

responsibility, and 

sustainability focus  
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PART FOUR: APPENDICES  
 

Appendix A: IAE Ongoing Research Projects on Ethics, Responsibility, 

and Sustainability (2017-19) 

 

SOCIAL INNOVATION AND COMPLEX PROBLEMS 

Objective: 

This project focuses on understanding organizational processes through which people who are vulnerable, or 

who suffer injustices, manage to reaffirm their dignity, both individually and collectively, enhancing their 

capacity for action in society. We understand these processes as part of social innovation processes needed 

to address the complex problems of our country and the region. Responding to complex problems is 

challenging because it involves actors from different sectors, with different views and interests, combining 

different institutional logics, as well as ways of organizing. In recent years, organization scholars have 

discussed how to combine different logics to create new architectures among actors and thus develop new 

forms of collaboration and organization to address systemic problems such as inequity, poverty and climate 

change. 

STRATEGY IN LATIN AMERICAN SOCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS  

Objective:  

Understand business decisions within the framework of volatile macroeconomic contexts, with specific 

sustainability action needs and particular internationalization requirements. In general, these projects use 

statistical methodologies and mathematical simulation model to compensate for data gaps in the region. 
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Appendix B: Research Contributions on Ethics, Responsibility and 

Sustainability: Conference Proceedings and Journal Articles (2017-19) 

Alcaraz, J., Susaeta, L., Suárez, E., Colón, C., Olimpia Gutierrez-Martinez, I., Campos Cunha, R., 

Leguizamón, F., Idrovo, S., Weisz, N., Correia, M. J. Pin, R. 2017. The Human Resources Management 

Contribution to Social Responsibility and Environmental Sustainability: Explorations from Ibero-America. The 

Intenational Journal of Human Resource Management. Published online. 

Ast, F. 2019. The Deliberative Test, a New Procedural Method for Ethical Decision Making in Integrative 

Social Contracts Theory. Journal of Business Ethics, Volume 155, Issue 1, pp. 207–221. 

Crespo, R. 2017. Processing uncertainty: Evolving beliefs, fallible theories, rationalizations and the origins of 

macroeconomic crises. Journal of Applied Economics. Vol. 20, Issue 2, Pages 305-328. 

Crespo, R. 2019. Calling. Making the world a better place from within multinational corporations. Current 

Psychology. Volume 38, Issue 3, pp 821–828 

Casarin, A., Lazzarini, S. G., Vassolo, R. 2019. The forgotten competitive arena: Strategy in natural resource 

industries. Academy of Management Perspectives, doi:10.5465/amp.2017.0158 

Cruz, A., Reyes, T., Vassolo, R. 2019. Liability of Middleness Revisited: The Advantages for Mid-Sized 

Competitors in Renewable Natural Resource Industries. Management and Organization Review, Volume 15, 

Issue 4, pp. 737-772. 

Etiennot, H., Vassolo, R., Hermelo, F. D., McGahan, A. 2019. How do industry and country impact firm 

performance? A national and supranational analysis. Review of Managerial Science, 13(4), 791-821. 

Farchi, T., Fernandez, P.D., Marti Lanuza, I. Torsten-Oliver Mundane and Everyday Politics for and from the 

Neighbourhood. Organization Studies. Volume 38, Issue: 2, page(s): 201-223. 

Farchi, T., Logue, D., Fernández P. D. 2019. Seeking Socially Innovative Solutions to Complex Social. 

Academy of Management Proceedings. Vol. 2019, No. 1  

Farchi, T., Salge, T.O. 2017. Shaping Innovation in Health Care: A Content Analysis of Innovation Policies in 

the English NHS, 1948-2015. Social Science & Medicine. Volume 192, November 2017, Pages 143-151  

Fernandez, P.D., Carine Farias, Daniel Hjorth, Robin Holt, 2019. Organizational entrepreneurship, politics 

and the political. Entrepreneurship & Regional Development. Organizational entrepreneurship, politics and 

the political, Vol 31, Issue 7-8, pp 555-566. 

Fracchia, E., Ignacio E. Carballo, Carlos M. Belloni, Martín López Amorós, 2017. Emprendedorismo y 

políticas públicas. Una introducción a la literatura. Revista Perspectivas de Políticas Públicas Vol. 7, Nº 13, 

pp. 37-88  

Hermans, M. 2019, Perceived Organizational Change Intensity and Voluntary Employee Turnover in Latin 

America. Academy of Management Proceedings 2019 (1), 12503 

Hermans, M., Newburry, W., Alvarado-Vargas, M. J., Baldo-Ortiz, C.M., Borda, A., Duran-Zurita, E.D., 

Geleilate, J.M.G., Guerra, M., Lasio Morello, M.V., Madero, S.M., Olivas-Lujan, M.R. and Zwerg-Villegas, 

A.M. , 2017. Attitudes towards Women's Career Advancement in Latin America: The Moderating Impact of 
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Perceived Company International Proactiveness. Journal of International Business Studies, Volume 48, 

Issue 1, pp 90–112 

Jamali, D., Makarem, Y., Willi, A. 2019. From Diffusion to Translation: Implementation of CSR Practices in 

MNC Subsidiaries. Social Responsibility Journal. Published online. 

Mac Cawley, A.F., Sevil, Á., Vassolo, R., and Sepúlveda Vargas, J.I. (2019), Entry‐Timing Advantages in 

Renewable Natural Resources Industries. Journal of Management. Studies, Volume 56, Issue 7, pp. 1482-

1512. 

Marti Lanuza, I., 2018. Transformational Business Models, Grand Challenges, and Social Impact. Journal of 

Business Ethics, Vol. 152, Issue 4 (2018), pp. 965-976. 

Marti Lanuza, I., Courpasson, D., 2019. Collective ethics of resistance: The organization of survival in the 

Warsaw Ghetto. Organization. Volume 26, Issue 6, pp. 853–872. 

Martí Lanuza, I. 2018. Transformational Business Models, Grand Challenges, and Social Impact. Journal of 

Business Ethics. Vol. 152, Issue 4 (2018), pp. 965-976. 

Massoud, J., Daily, B, Willi, A. 2019. How Do Argentine SMEs Define CSR? Cases in Educational Social 

Development. World Journal of Entrepreneurship, Management and Sustainable Development. Vol. 15 No. 

2, pp. 139-148. 

McDermott, G. A. 2017. Organizational Progeny: Why Governments Are Losing Control over the 

Proliferating Structures of Global Governance. By Tana Johnson. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014. 

304p. $39.99 cloth, $29.95 paper. Perspectives on Politics, 15(4), 1202-1204. 

Murcia, M.J., Mesquita, L., Vassolo, R., García Sánchez, J., 2018. Towards a penrosian understanding on 

recessions and industry dynamics. Academy of Management Proceedings, Vol. 2018, No. 1. 

Murcia, M.J., Rocha, H., Birkinshaw, J. 2018. Business schools at the crossroads? A trip back from Sparta to 

Athens. Journal of Business Ethics. Vol. 150, Issue 2, pp 579–591. 

Murcia, M.J., Tarjizan, J. 2018. Corporate social responsibility and vertical integration. Academy of 

Management Proceedings. Vol. 1, 2018 

Murcia, M.J., Panwar, R., Tarzijan, J., Corporate Governance, Corporate Social Performance, and New 

Product Introductions. Academy of Management Proceedings. Volume 2019. No.1 

Murcia, M. J., & Timko, J. 2017. PZ Wilmar and palm oil expansion to West Africa. The CASE Journal, 13(5), 

661-678. 

Parker, J. R., Umashankar, N., Schleicher, M. G. 2019. How and Why the Collaborative Consumption of 

Food Leads to Overpurchasing, Overconsumption, and Waste. Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, Volume 

38, Issue 2, pp. 154–171. 

Pertuze, J. A., Reyes, T., Vassolo, R., Olivares, N. 2019. Political uncertainty and innovation: The relative 

effects of national leaders’ education levels and regime systems on firm-level patent applications. Research 

Policy, Volume 48, Issue 9, 103808. 

Rocha, H.  2017. Leadership for Sustainable Integral Development Purpose, Collaboration and Value Co- 

creation. 2017  Nyenrode Business Universiteit 
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Rocha, H., 2018. Capitalism, Collaboration and the Purpose of Business Organization. Academy of 

Management Proceedings. Vol 1. 2018. 

Vassolo, R., Garcia-Sanchez, J., Mesquita, L. 2017. Competitive dynamics and early mover advantages 

under economic recessions. Revista de Administração de Empresas, 57(1), 22-36. 

Vassolo, R., Salvato, C., 2018. The sources of dynamism in dynamic capabilities. Strategic Management 

Journal. Special Issue: New Theory in Strategic Management, Vol. 39, Issue 6 (2018), pp. 1728-1752.  

Vassolo, R., Sevil, A., Murcia, M., 2017. The Effect of Recessions in Platform Market Competition. Academy 

of Management Proceedings. Vol. 2017, No. 1.  

Reyes, T., Vassolo, R., Trucco, J., 2018. The effect of CEOs’ overconfidence on performance during 

macroeconomic recessions. Academy of Management Proceedings, Vol. 2018, No. 1.  

Vazquez, P., Cornejo, M. 2019. Corporate Control and Employment in Emerging Economies: Do Family 

Firms Provide More Jobs?. Academy of Management Proceedings. Volume 2019. No.1 

Vazquez, P. 2018.  Family Business Ethics: At the Crossroads of Business Ethics and Family Business. 

2018.  IFERA 2018 Conference. 

Vazquez, P. 2018. Family Business Ethics: At the Crossroads of Business Ethics and Family Business. 

Journal of Business Ethics. Vol. 150, Issue 3, pp. 691–709. 

Willi, A., De Holan, P.M., Fernández, P.D. 2017, Breaking the wall: Emotions and projective agency under 

extreme poverty. Business & Society. 2019 Volume: 58 issue: 5, page(s): 919-962  

Willi, A., Jacob A. Massoud, Bonnie F. Daily, 2019. How Do Argentine SMEs Define CSR? Cases in 

Educational Social Development. World Journal of Entrepreneurship, Management and Sustainable 

Development. Vol. 15 No. 2, pp. 139-148. 

Appendix C: Research Contributions on Ethics, Responsibility and Sustainability: Books and Book Chapters 

(2017-19) 

Carrera, A. 2019. General Management in Latin and Ibero American Organizations. A Humanistic 

Perspective. Ricart, J., Caldart, A. Carrera, A. Eds. Stakeholder Salience in Latin America. Who Really 

Counts? Routledge. 

Crespo, R. 2017. Handbook of Virtue Ethics in Business and Management. Sison, G. Beabout and I. Ferrero 

Eds., Society, Markets and Virtues: An Aristotelian Analysis, pages 1323-1329. Springer. 

Debeljuh, P., 2017. Guía de Buenas Prácticas: Hacia una responsabilidad compartida: Familia, empresa y 

sociedad.   

Fernandez, P.D. 2019. Handbook of Inclusive Innovation. In Gerald George, Ted Baker, Paul Tracey, Havovi 

Joshi (Eds.). An institutional framework to the scaling up of inclusive social innovations: the case of La 

Salada. Edward Elgar Publishing. 

Kleinhempel, M. 2018. Tratado de Compliance. Morales Oliver, Gustavo L., Saccani, Raúl R. (Eds.), El Rol 

del Compliance Officer. Thomson Reuters - La Ley, 

Kleinhempel, M. 2018. Tratado de Compliance. Morales Oliver, Gustavo L., Saccani, Raúl R. (Eds.), 

Acciones colectivas contra la corrupción. Thomson Reuters - La Ley,  
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Kleinhempel, M. 2018. Tratado de Compliance. Morales Oliver, Gustavo L., Saccani, Raúl R. (Eds.), 

Conceptos fundamentales de Compliance según la experiencia en empresas en la Argentina y en México. 

Thomson Reuters - La Ley,  

Kleinhempel, M. 2018. Compliance, Anticorrupción y Responsabilidad Penal Empresaria. Nicolás Durrieu y 

Raúl R. Saccani Eds., Comunicación, formación y concientización: ¿cómo hacer un programa de integridad 

efectivo? pp. 217-228. Thomson Reuters/La Ley. 

Kleinhempel, M. 2019. Mastering Anti-Corruption. The Practitioners' View. Stachowicz-Stanusch, A., Amann, 

W., Compliance and Anticorruption in International Companies – Reflections on Challenges and Changes. 

Information Age Publishing, Inc. 

Murcia, M.J., Siegner, M., DeBoer, J. 2019. Main Findings and Trends of Tertiarization. In Farcy, De 

Camino, Martinez de Arano and Rojas Briales (Eds.) Forestry in the midst of global changes, pp. 185-194. 

CRC Press - Taylor and Francis Group. 

Ricart J., Caldart, A., Carrera, A.  (Eds.) 2019. General Management in Latin and Ibero American 

Organizations. A Humanistic Perspective. Routledge. 

Traverso Natale, L., Rocha, H. 2019. Desarrollo integral sustentable. Cooperación público-privada para la 

inclusión laboral de personas con discapacidad intelectual. LID Editorial 
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Appendix D: Research Chairs 

Sustainable Integral Development Chair  

Website: https://www.iae.edu.ar/es/Paginas/Hector-Rocha/desarrollo-integral-sustentable.aspx 

Mission 

The "Sustainable integral development" chair is a meeting space for reflection, research, training and 

transformation aimed at person-centered sustainable development. 

It is an area of public-private articulation for the common good of the country and the region, through the co-

creation of new initiatives and empowerment of existing ones. 

It is based on the "Blueprint for Better Business" criteria, on the 2030 Agenda of 17 United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals and on "Blueprint for Better Societies". 

Our vision for 2025 is having an IAE regional referent in creating diverse, neutral areas for reflection and 

transformation meetings, with methodological and research rigor, and relevant in terms of transforming 

realities related to the 17 UN Sustainable Development goals based in the Blueprint for Better Societies 

criteria. 

Activities 

International Forum “Ciudades integradas y distritos competitivos” IAE Business School - IESE Cities in 

Motion December 2nd 2019.  

Strategic challenges were addressed from the Blueprint for Better Business criteria, the 17 United Nations 

sustainable development goals and the 9 dimensions of the Cities in Motion index. 

Conferences - Panels - Business meetings - Transformation Experiences - Demonstrations of Tools and 

Solutions were held. 

Report – 2019 Edition  

 

  

https://www.iae.edu.ar/es/Paginas/Hector-Rocha/desarrollo-integral-sustentable.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9ptRLw7ljk&feature=youtu.be
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oOeaMGFxCcEZ1A2kRRHVyQnYiLPFowa6/view
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Appendix E: Companies Created Through NAVES (2017-19) 

 

Year Business Website 

2017 

Comida por un Dolar https://www.comidaporundolar.com.ar/ 

Bioinnova http://www.bioinnova.com.py/ 

Cuido Bien https://www.cuidobien.com/ 

Teenpay https://www.f6s.com/teenpay 

Ahora Doctor https://www.ahoradoctor.com/ 

Box Synergy https://www.box-synergy.com/ 

Travel Paq http://travelpaq.com.ar/ 

My bagy http://www.mybagy.com.ar/ 

Shopapp https://www.shopapp.com.ar/ 

Maloca http://www.malocamaloca.com.ar/#home 

Maquinarias Pecari https://pecari.com.ar/ 

Wabee https://www.wabee.com.ar/ 

ALP Group www.alpgroup.com.ar/ 

 

2018 

CAECUS https://comunidad.socialab.com/challenges/empconciencia18/idea/59714 

Cauh https://www.cauh.co/ 

Dominguez Lab https://www.dominguezlab.com.ar/es 

Ebers https://www.ebers.com.ar/ 

Ecomanos https://www.facebook.com/EcoManosInnovacion/ 

Handpower https://handpower.mitiendanube.com/ 

Hongos del Valle https://www.instagram.com/hongosdelvalle/?hl=es 

Kippers https://www.instagram.com/kippers.ar/?hl=es 

Lader Energy http://www.laderenergy.com/ 

PHV LATAM https://www.phvlatam.com/ 

Grow Pack https://www.growpack.com.ar/ 

Saun http://saun.org/ 

Bookstore IAE  

Benkopay https://www.benkopay.com/ 

 

ATVault https://atvault.com/  

 

Wonderlab http://www.wonderlab.com.ar/contact-2/ 

Rows Argentina https://www.rowsargentina.com/ 

Cherry´s Salad http://cherrysalad.com/ 

Super Selfie http://superselfie.com.ar/ 

2019 

Sleep2bit N/A 

Cittyo Smart Lock https://cittyo.com/ 

iTurismo https://iturismo.com.ar/identidad 

SENSIO https://sensio.com.ar/ 

Sensify - Soluciones de 

IoT 

https://www.sensify.com.ar/ 

smod https://smod.io/ 

Bipmov https://smod.io/ 

Olimpo Labs http://www.olimpolabs.com/ 

Caffettino Productos de 

Café" 

https://www.caffettino.com.ar/ 

Ualabee https://ualabee.com/ 

Geblix https://www.geblix.com/ 

MindHub - We build 

future skills 

https://mindhubweb.com/ 

Hybridón http://adox.com.ar/linea/hybridon-recubrimiento-antimicrobiano/ 

Catering Delicias https://www.granjaandar.org.ar/andar-tv/catering-delicias/ 

Vemelier https://vemelier.com/ 

 

 

https://www.comidaporundolar.com.ar/
http://www.bioinnova.com.py/
https://www.cuidobien.com/
https://www.f6s.com/teenpay
https://www.ahoradoctor.com/
https://www.box-synergy.com/
http://travelpaq.com.ar/
http://www.mybagy.com.ar/
https://www.shopapp.com.ar/
http://www.malocamaloca.com.ar/#home
https://pecari.com.ar/
https://www.wabee.com.ar/
https://comunidad.socialab.com/challenges/empconciencia18/idea/59714
https://www.cauh.co/
https://www.dominguezlab.com.ar/es
https://www.ebers.com.ar/
https://www.facebook.com/EcoManosInnovacion/
https://handpower.mitiendanube.com/
https://www.instagram.com/hongosdelvalle/?hl=es
https://www.instagram.com/kippers.ar/?hl=es
http://www.laderenergy.com/
https://www.phvlatam.com/
https://www.growpack.com.ar/
http://saun.org/
https://atvault.com/
http://www.wonderlab.com.ar/contact-2/
https://www.rowsargentina.com/
http://cherrysalad.com/
http://superselfie.com.ar/
https://cittyo.com/
https://iturismo.com.ar/identidad
https://sensio.com.ar/
https://www.sensify.com.ar/
https://smod.io/
https://smod.io/
http://www.olimpolabs.com/
https://www.caffettino.com.ar/
https://ualabee.com/
https://www.geblix.com/
https://mindhubweb.com/
http://adox.com.ar/linea/hybridon-recubrimiento-antimicrobiano/
https://www.granjaandar.org.ar/andar-tv/catering-delicias/
https://vemelier.com/
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